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THE ROLE OF SPINNING El:"ECTRONS IN PARAMAGNETIC PHENOMENA 

Bose, D.M. 
University C()llege of Science, Calcutta 

1864* 
To explain Curie's observations on the change in the mass 

susceptibility of oxygen with temperature, Langevin made the 
fundamental assumption that a paramagnetic molecule as a whole 

can re-orient itself in a magnetic field. In the quantum theory 
of this phenomenon, derived by Pauli, Sommerfeld and others, this 

assumption is accepted with the restriction that the magnetic 

aJces of the molecule can ()nly assume a discrete number of 

orientat::ions with respect to the field. Langevin's assumption 
has been seriously attacked primarily for two reasons: 1. 
BE~cause the Langevin-Weiss formula also reproduces the suscepti
bility of paramagnetic crystalline solid bodies, in which a 
rc)tation of molecules or ions is impossible; and 2. Because all 
eJcperimEmts to test the optical and electrical consequences of 

the oriEmtation of paramagnetic gas molecules in a magnetic field 

produced negative results. The present article attempts to 

explain paramagnetic phenomena from assumptions not requiring the 

orientat::ion of a molecule or ion in a magnetic field. It is 
assumed that of the two angular momentums of an electron moved in 

a closed orbit, namely thE~ spin angular momentum characterized by 
the quantum number s and its orbital angular momentum character
i2:ed by 1 = k - 1, only the former is responsible for paramag

nE!tic effects. Furthermore, the axes of rotation of these 
electrons may be oriented either parallel or antiparallel to the 
maLgnetic: field, and the resulting magnetic moment of an atom or 
iC)ll with an incomplete inner shell is equal to the algebraic sum 

01: the e;pin angular momentums of all electrons that can orient 
themselves in the magnetic field. Using these assumptions, 1. a 

*Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign 
tE!xt. 
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dE~rivative of the Curie-Langevin law and 2. the magnetic moments 

oj: ions are given as a function of the number of electrons in an 
inner, incomplete shell; 3. an explanation of Gerlach's experi

mEmts with iron and nickel vapors is attempted and 4. an explana

tion of magnetomechanical experiments with ferromagnetic elements 
is given. 

Introdu(:::tion 

It is well known that at present there is no logically 
satisfactory theory of paramagnetic phenomena that simultaneously 

rE~produces all known phenomena quantitatively. Before we proceed 
tC) presEmt a new theory, we want to list the theories proposed to 
e>cplain the known phenomena of paramagnetism, and see how 

theoretically satisfactory they are and how well they can 

rE~present experimental fac:::t. 

Langevin's theory of paramagnetism was introduced to explain 
the relationship that Curie discovered between the mass 
susceptibility x of oxygen and temperature T, namely: 

X T = C(lnst. 

Langevin assumed that each oxygen molecule posses~es a 

magnetic::: moment I-' and that such molecules, when brought into a 

magnetic::: field, strive to orient themselves parallel to the 
directic)Il of the field, unless hindered by collision with other 
m()leculE~s. It is furthermore assumed t.hat the molecules do not 
rE~ciproc::ally affect each other. wi th these assumptions, it can 
bE~ shown using Boltzmann':; theorem that. 

- ' . 1 . . 'H 
~ = ctghyp oX·- - = L (.c}wi th :Il = f'k T i 
f' x , 

iii = mean moment of a molecule, and 

L) ,:Il r.j.. I 
(r = 3' -.l5 ' ... I 

for small values of x. 
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For small values of x, we can set 

m=-, _. "tH .l 
.' akT 

which oem also be put in the form 

.J( llt .·r . Xl( = Ii = a"BoT 

where Xn is the molar susceptibility, M is the magnetic moment 
pE~r gram molecule, and Mo is the magnetic moment when all 
molecular axes are parallel to each other. Thus 

%Il~ ==::i.~ C~·· 
.. .1 

This is Langevin's formulation of Curie's law. 

It can 
pl'lr\ : 

.~~~\ 

be shown in general that 

. • JlI_' I 
lilT. ..' B C08I~, • I 

for small values of 

where e is the angle between the magnetic axis of a molecule and 
the dirE~ction of the field. By classical theory, all directions 
are equally probable and thus cos2e = 1/3. 

Now it was found that Langevin's formula applies not only 
fc)r paramagnetic gases, but also for diluted solutions of 
paramagnetic salts and eVlm for crystal powders. For the /866 

latter, Weiss proposed a modification of Curie's formula: 

C 
IJl == --_0 

T-d 

WEdss ascribed the correction term fj, to the presence of an 
intermolecular magnetic field. weiss' hypothesis of the magnetic 
origin ()f this field has not been confirmed, and therefore at 
present there is no satisfactory explanation for the term fj,. In 
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lSIl1 weiss reported that the molecular magnetic moment Mo of 

salts of paramagnetic elements as well as iron and nickel, l.n a 

st:ate of full saturation, at o· abs. or at temperatures above the 

Curie pc)int, could be writ:ten as a whole multiple of a unit known 

as. the Weiss magneton Mw = 1123.5 Gauss·cm, Le., Mo = nwMw. The 

value of Mo was derived from the formula Mo = j 3'RC': 

Cr.itiquE~ of Langevin's orientation Hypothesis 

ThE~ fundamental assumption of Langevin's theory is that. a 

mc)lecu1E~ with a magnetic moment rotates as a whole in a magnetic 

field. This would be possible if molecules were rigid bodies 

like ma9netic needles. But we know that an atom or a molecule is 

ce)mposed of certain posi ti ve nuclei around which a number of 

electrons move in closed orbits, and the moment of the molecule 

is; the s.um of the moments of these orbits. If they are brought 

into a luagnetic field, these orbits perform precessional move

mE~nts aJ:~ound the direction of the field, and the molecule will 

nett want: to rotate as a whole in the magnetic field. Even i.f 

stIch an orientation were possible for the molecules of a gas or 

sc)lution, difficulties develop in the attempt to apply the idea 

to the case of a paramagnE~tic crystalline solid body obeying 

Curie's law XM(T - t.) = c. From x-ray analysis of crystals we 

know that free rotation of the molecules is impossible, and if to 

avoid difficulties we assume that the atom can rotate, we run 

into new difficulties. For according to the theoretical deriva

tion of Curie's law we would then have to require the energy of 

the theJ:~al rotation of these atoms to have the amount given by 

the law of equipartition. But our knowledge of the specific 

he~ats of single-atom gases. tells us that such an assumption is 

inaccurate. 

It is interesting that Langevin's assumption was used by 

DE~bye to express the dielectric mass susceptibility of a sub-

st.ance ,-I 1· 

4 
Ie = "'T,t.-q. 



in the j:orm 

where the second term arises from molecules with permanent 
electric:: dipoles that can orient themselves in an electrical. 
fleld. It develops that the second term is missing for solid 
dielectrics, and consequently the rotation of an electric dipole 
in impossible in a solid dielectric. Many experiments have been 
underta}cen to test the optical and electrical consequences c)f the 
hypothesis of the orientation of molecules in a magnetic field, 
all with negative outcomes [1]. 

This yielded the need for a derivative of the Curie-Langevin 
formula that did not use th.e assumption of rotation of molecules 
in a ma~Jnetic field. The first attempt. was made by Lenz [2], who 
ansumed that the magnetic molecules of a solid body can flip over 
elther parallel or antiparallel to the direction of the field. 

Acc::ording to him, 

~ = tghYP~\ 
" ! 

PHI with z = iT 

and for small values of X, .. pH I ;; = kT j 

_... a formulation of Curie's law, but not in Langevin's form. 
This formula, as well as one proposed by Ehrenfest, was used by 

ii1 
DE~bye [:3] to represent -~ values for Gd2(S04)3 for large values 

o~: x. Neither formula can yield the experimental findings. 

Anc)ther error in the Ilenz theory is the lack of any picture 
of how the molecular moments of the various paramagnetic ions 
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change elS a function of the distribution of electrons in them 
this point is very important and will be considered below. 

ThE~ quantum theory of paramagnetic phenomena also assumes 
that paramagnetic molecules can orient themselves in a magnetic 
field, hut that the magnetic axes have a discrete number of /868 
positions with regard to the direction of the field; accordlngly, 
criticism of Langevin's orientation hypothesis is equally 
directed against the present form of the quantum theory of 

paramagnetic phenomena. 

Quantum Theory of Paramagnetic Phenomena 

ThE~ development of the quantum theory of serial spectra by 
Bohr, Sc)mmerfeld and others introduced a new unit of magnetlc 
moment, namely the Bohr magnet on 1-'1' into theoretical physics: 

tit 
l-'t = .f"",c i 

iB the magnetic moment of a.n electron moving in the first quantum 
orbit. The magnetic moment. per gram atom of an element contain
ing a Bohr magnet on is given by I1B = NI-'l = 5584 Gauss· cm = 4.97 

I1w· 

ThE~ first successful a.ttempt to represent the magnetic 
moments of paramagnetic molecules as whole multiples of the Bohr 
magneton, and thus to take into account the spatial quantization 
of such molecules, was undertaken by Pauli [4] in 1920. If we 
proceed from the general formula 

, OR .. ,1 __ _ 

.1£0 -- ----cor 9 

w~~ can :;et 110 equal to either nwl1w or nBI1B , where nB is the 
number c:>f Bohr magnetons contained in 110 • Then we have 

JIo = n .. ·,Mw = BRC 
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ac:cording to Langevin's theory and 

. , Be 
Mo = " • .JiB =. = 

cosle 

according to quantum theory, or 

~".' . ~B n B (;0,.18 = 4,97 "B VcoSi-e; . 
..uw ° 

Thus by the above formula we can calculate the number of Weiss 

magnetons corresponding to a given number of Bohr magnetons. To 

ccllcula1:e COS29, Pauli ma]ces the simple assumption that the 

m()leculE~ contains a whole number of Bohr magnetons, and that the 

cc)mponent of the magnetic moment of the molecule in the direction 

of the rnagnetic field likewise is a whole multiple of the Bohr 

magneton. Furthermore, he excludes the state in which the /869 

magnetic:: axis is perpendicu.lar to the direction of the field. 

Then one gets 

l i!)" 20 _ v'<nB + l)(:!ttB + J) "cos u - ---~-~.....-:.:--' 
2ft} -j 

and 

On the other hand, Sommerfeld [5] assumes that the number of 

pCJssible orientations of an atom with i:he inner quantum number j 

in an outer field is 2j + 1 and that the magnetic moment is 

J..' = jg, where g is the Lande factor of the anomalous Zeeman 

e:l:fect. This formula is based on other possibilities for 

calculaoting J..', which we will describe further below. Sommerfeld 

calculaotes the value of ~;29 for various values of j and finds 

that --- Vj+ i"i daB (:081 8 = 0 - -;-- I 
. JI 7 



and therefore 
ftl~ = 4,.97 9 '" j (j + t). 

HE~ furthermore makes the special assumption that the paramagnetic 

icm is In the s state, corresponding to the value g = i; if we 

then set. J.' = nBJ.'l' we get the relationship nB = 2). If we then 

insert 1:he value for) in the above formula, we find: 

But optlcal examination reveals, as we will see below, that 

Sc)mmerfE~ld' s assumption that the ion is in the s state is 

untenable. 

Gerlach, Epstein and Sommerfeld [5] have attempted to 

e>cpress the magnetic moments of the ions of the iron group in 

Bc)hr ma9netons. It devel()ps that when one expresses the moments 

oj: theSE! ions in Weiss maqnetons [6], one gets an accumUlation 

around figures correspond:lng to whole roul tiples of the Bohr 

magneton. This indicates that there is good justifica1;:ion t:o 

assume 1:hat the magnetic moment of these ions is a multiple of 

the Bohr magneton. 

ThE~ Stern-Gerlach experiment, which shows that after passing 

through a non-homogeneous magnetic field, a beam of evaporated 

silver atoms precipitates i.n two separate strips, is considered 

the mos1: direct proof of spatial quantization. It was /870 

furthermore found that the magnetic moment of a silver atom is 

equal tC) one Bohr magneton , within an error of 5%. It is 

interesting that the largest observed number of separate strips 

precipitating from the atoms of any element is three, and occurs 

w:l.th nic:::kel. This contradi.cts the number one would expect from 
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spectroelcopic J.I. determinations. 

Tl'le Spectroscopic Method of J.I. Determination 

Sommerfeld was the first to show that using the formula 

J.I. = Jg it is possible to calculate the magnetic moment of the 

atoms oj: various elements from spectroscopic data alone. From an 

analysie; of spectral terms, using the anomalous Zeeman effect, 

one can determine the values for j and g for the term correspond

ing to the unexcited statE! of the atom, and from this J.I. = jg can 

bE~ calculated for the unexcited atom. We calculate the values 

fc)r J.I. and j of the three elements Fe, Co and Ni from spectro

sc:opic data [7], and compare the figures they lead us to expect 

wiLth thE~ figures yielded by Gerlach's experiment: 

II FaD~:t.l. El_eat 
.1 

Fe. · .. . i 
I 

Co. · . . . I Ni. · . . 

KE~Y: a .. calculated 
COl expected 

ID 
'F 
SF 

JIb ZahI - Strette. I ,. 
t..-chaet Kt a . c ftWartet IICf\aadea cerwartU daef-dn 

4 9 1 .6 0 
9/2 10 - 6 -
4 9 3 - Ii ! 

b. number of strips 
d. found 

ThE! observed and calculated values for J.I. and for the number 

oj: strips precipitating in the Stern-Gerlach experiment are thus 

c()mpleb~ly different. 

The Hund Method [7] to Calculate the Magnetic Moment of Ions 

Hund has reported a very interesting method for the theore

tical calculation of various spectroscopic terms corresponding to 

the electron distribution in one or more incomplete shells. 

Bf:!lOW we summarize this theory in SommE~rfeld' s notation [8]. The 

state of each electron in a given orbi1~ is characterized by two 

quantum numbers sand 1. s can assume the values ± 1/2, and 
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until rf~cently the meaning of this number was one of the secrets 

of the atom's structure. Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck extensively .L!U1. 
clarifif~d our understanding by identifying this number with the 

pJ:'esencf~ of a spin angular momentum in the electron having t:he 

value 
t. \ 22. 

together with a magnetic moment equal to one Bohr magneton. The 

rf:llationship of the magneti.c to the mechanical moment of such an 

eJLectron equals elme, Le., half the value one gets for the 

orbital movement of the electron. If several valence electrons 

are pref:lent, we set: 

i = I.E", = tE±ll-\ 

From 5 (me determines the multiplicity r = 25 + 1 of the term. 

The othf~r number characteri.z ing the electron is 1 = k - 1, where 

k is thE! azimuthal quantum number of the electron orbit. If 

sEllveral valency electrons a.re present, then each of them is 

ad.ditionally determined by the magnetic quantum number mI, where 

1 ~ ml ~. -1, and these combine into the group quantum number 

i = Lml. The inner quantum number] is composed of s a~d i in 

such a way that 1 + s ~ ] ~ Ii - s I. Hl.lnd furthermore assumes 

that of all terms construct.ed in this way, the fundamental term 

if; characterized in that 1. it has the highest multiplicityu and 

2. for regular terms it has the smallest value for] = Ii - s I, 
and for inverted terms it has the maximum value for] = i + s. 
Fc:>r example" for z electrons in a level, the highest value for 5 

is z/2; the corresponding multiplicity is r = z + 1; if z < 21 + 
11 then _ (. .-1) , ="'--2 

and 
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Fc)r z > 21 + 1, j = 1. + s, and after Pauli we must replace z in 

the formulas for i and s with z' = 2(21 + 1) - z, so that 

I 

On the hasis of Hund's theory, a great many spectral terms have 

bE~en calculated theoretically and tested experimentally. Hund 

himself used his results to calculate the number of magnetons 

cc)rrespcmding to various electron numbers in the incomplete 

shells c)f ions from Sc to Ni, using the formula 

1 J (j + 1) + i (i + 1) -- f i + 1) .:~.; ,=1+:--- . -- . ,''", 
. 2 '. .; (i .+ 1) :...~:" .... "Z'ir4~.~ - . - ,.. -''':'':~- -~'~.-" " 

/872 

The corresponding number e)f weiss magnetons of these ions is; then 

calculated using the equation 

In this way, Hund [9] calcu.lated the number of Weiss magnetcms 

cemtain~~d by the trivalent ions of the rare-earth group, and 

found a remarkable coincidence between calculated and experimen

tally dl~termined values. But if one applies the method to the 

bi- and trivalent ions of t.he iron group, the two values abso

lutely do not coincide. 

Sommerfeld and Laporte [10] have shown that in this group of 

elements, the sublevels belonging to a fundamental term have 

energie:s that differ by amounts on the order of 0.01 volts. 

Ht:!nce in calculating I' according to these, we must consider not 

only thl9 contribution of the sublevel with the lowest energy, but 
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also thE~ contribution of other sublevels belonging to the same 

tE~rm. l~or their expression for nw calculated in this way, they 
consider the two limiting cases 1. T = 0, which corresponds to 

the Hund formula; and 2. T = co. It develops that although the 
e}cperimEmts agree better with the second formula, the agreement 
in still not satisfactory. 

I have attempted [11] using an empirical equation to map the 
magnet on number of these :lons as a function of an assumed 

electron distribution, on the stoner sublevels M32 and M33; but 
the formula is not based on any theoretical consideration. 

Magnetornechanical Anomaly 

If a rod of ferromagnetic material such as Fe, Ni, Co, etc., 
in suspEmded vertically in a solenoid through which a magnet:iza
tion current flows, and if the direction of the flow is changed, 
one finds that the rod suddenly undergoes a rotation around its 
vE~rtical axis. According to theory, the relationship of the 
magnetic to the mechanical moment of the rod is: 

' .. MOe 
'.7 = H = ~".cg, 

where 0 is the speed of rotation of the rod around the vertical 
aJds and H is the strength of the magnetic field. /873 

Acc::ording to this formula, the value for MIL in various 
substanc::es should behave like the value for g. The experiments 
o:E Arvidson, Beck, Chattock and Bates em ferromagnetic SUbstances 
have yic~lded for all cases the value g = 2 within the limits of 
experimental error. 

Thus we see that any c:omprehensi va theory of paramagne·tic 
phenomena must satisfy the following conditions: 
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1. It must derive the Langevin-Curie law in the form 
modifieci by quantum theory, without assuming the rotation 01: 

paramagnetic molecules in a. magnetic fi.eld. 

2. It must provide a formula that: satisfactorily reprc>duces 
the magnet on number of paramagnetic ions as a function of the 
number ()f electrons in an incomplete shell (i. e., the M3 shell in 
the iron group). 

3. It must be able to explain the stern-Gerlach resu11:s 
w:l.th ferromagnetic elements. 

4. It must provide an explanation of the magneto-mechanical 
'anomaly observed in experiments with ferromagnetic substances. 

A Newly Proposed Theory o:f Paramagnetic Phenomena 

It has been shown that the theory of atomic structure, which 
has been developed for the theoretical derivation of the spectral 
t~:lrms b~~longing to any electron distribution in a shell, assumes 
that an electron can have two kinds of angular momentums, 1. one 
c()rresp()nding to the rotati.on of the electron around i ~s own 
axis, characterized by the quantum number s, and 2. the one 
corresp()nding to its orbital movement, characterized by 1 = 

k - 1. The present paper will show that the paramagnetic 
phenomena of the iron group can be expl.ained by the assumption 
i = 0, i.e., only the spin angular momentum of the electron~ 
C9mes into consideration for magnetic effects. 

In Der:Lvation of the Curie-Langevin Law 

We assume that z electrons are present in the incomplete M 

shell of the iron group; of these, each has a magnetic moment 

•• I 

'" = r.MOl 
.~. :f':wl:'~":'H'~ ·.'".;;.:ur : 13 



dE!rivin~r from its rotation around its own axis. 

Furthermore, we will assume that in an external magnetlc 
field these electrons can orient their axes of rotation parallel 
or antiparallel to the direction of the field. We will /874 
ccmsider two cases separately: 1. when z ~ 21 + 1 and 2. when 
z ~ 21 + 1 with 1 = k - 1. 

1. z < 21 + 1. If ~ is the magnetic moment of an ion, then 
the numbers of the ions oriented in the two directions will be 
rE!lated as 

"H ,. Hi 
Ceil andiCt'- U 

I 

and thelr relative contributions to the entire magnetic moment 
wlll relate as 

Ij: all axes of rotation have the same orientation, the ion has 
achieved its maximum magnetic moment ~ = z~l. The following 
table c()ll\bines the possible arrangements of the axes of rotation 
of z elE~ctrons of an ion in a magnetic field with the resul t:ing 
moments:: 

2 

2 1 o a Anuhl der } I I 
parallel om Felde : z I %-1 

gerichtetell· '\ 

b Auahl der } 
IUltiparallel ZWIl I 0 

Felde gerichteten I 

Gesamtmoment } I ) ( ) 
C des Ions Z 1'1 ~%-2 I'll z-4 1'1 

1 %-2 %-1 

:-2 

.....• 1-(:-4)1'1 -(:-2)1'1 -,'" 

K~~y: a. number oriented parallel to the field 
b. number oriented ant:iparallel to the field 
c. total moment of the ion 
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The.n, if m is the mean moment of an ion, 

m= 
:I't ll (r-t)~tH (r-lJ",H 'IAt H 

£l' l e----rT +(6-2)l'te--kT-+ •.. -(z-2)I'!'- tT -Zl'te-li' 
_/lIH (a-I),.,!! _(.-t),.,H -,,,,H 

e I:T +e U' + ... +, U' +, U' 

and divi.ded by I' = Zl'l: 

, 

FClr small values of f'H, 
'iT- this yields 

and 

or 

. \ 

iN ,,'R 2 1 eft - = --.-- ~(&'-2k1- for .•. := 2.~ 
,... kT". + 1 hao 

It can be shown for both cases that 

m I'll 1 e + 2 ;= kTS-z-

Jl Jl: z + 2 
II = aRl' -1&-

2. Z ~ 21 + 1. We know that for z = 2(21 + 1), the 
resulting magnetic moment of the shell is zero, and thus accord
ing to Pauli's rule, the highest magnetic moment that an ion can 

have for z > 21 + 1 is I' == z'J.'lf where z' ~ 2 (21 + 1) - z. 

Ac::cording to the view presented here, t:his means that of the 
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2(21 + 1) electrons which a shell can accept, no more than 

(:!1 + 1) can orient their axes of rotation the same way. 

or 

Here we have 

,n "H z' + 2 ,,= SkT-.'-

M M: e'+2 
H = 3BT-e-' 

ThE~ highest magnetic moment that an ion can ever have is 

~ = Z~l or ~ = z'~l' depending on whether z ~ 21 + 1 or 
z ~ 21 + 1. If we identify this with nB~l' the number of Bohr 
magnetons found experimentally in the ion, we get 

and if nw is the corresponding number of Weiss magnetons, then 

This is the Sommerfeld formula (6) for calculating the 

number ()f Weiss magnetons in an ion with nB Bohr magnetons if the 
ion is in the s state. The essential difference between 
Sc)mmerfE~ld 's quantum theory and the position presented here is as 
fc)llows:: According to Sommerfeld, the magnetic moment of an atom 

or ion :ls an unchangeable value ~ = nB~l' and in a magnetic 
field, t:he atom as a whole can orient itself in certain disc:rete 

directions relative to the field, given by the condition that the 
component of the moment parallel to the field must be a whole 
multiplE~ of the Bohr unit. By the interpretation explained here, 
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the magnetic moment of thE~ atom or ion is not an unchangeable/876 

number and there is no adjustment in the magnetic field. The 

moment :Ls composed of the algebraic sum of the rotational moments 

oj: the E!lectrons in an inc::omplete shell, some of them parallel 

and the rest antiparallel to the direction of the field. The 

s1:ate in which all axes of rotation are parallel to the direction 

oj: the field is the most probable for any given temperature, and 

corresp()nds to the lowest magnetic energy. For H == <XI or T = 0, 

all atoms or ions are in this state. 

II. Calculation of the Number of Bohr Magnetons Contained in an 

Icm as a Function of the Number of Electrons in the 11 Shell 

Hund [12] calculated the values for .r and g under the 

a~;sumpt:Lon that both the spin angular momentum and the orbit.al 

angular momentum have effects. 

In our opinion, only t.he spin angular momentum comes under 

consideration; we can der.ive our equations for] and g from those 

OJ!: Hund by setting I = 0 in equations (7) and (8), whence it: 

follows that 

..... '-'"'''' .' 
j = s = 2 for ~ ~ 21 + 1, 

, 
- z 
j = s = 2 for I ~ 2 Y + 1 with I' =" 2 (21 + 1) -.~ 

If we insert these values for j in (9), we see that 

9 =: 2, 

and therefore 
" = j . 9 =: J.r or ~', 

dE~pending on whether z ~ 21 + 1 or z ~ 21 + 1. 

ThE! corresponding number of Weiss magnetons contained in 
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these ions is determined by the formula 

. 49"" • Vj + 1-... = · • 9J --r-
FClr the present case J = z/2, g = 2, therefore, 

.... = 4J)7 V. (.r + 2) } 
01:: 

.w = 4.97 V.'( .. ' + 2). < 

Comparislon with Experimen1:a1 Findings 

In Fig. 1, using formula (13), we have graphed the number of 

WEdss magnetons corresponding to various occupations of the M 

shell. The same curve contains the experimentally found numbers 

01: Weise; magnetons present 1. in various simple salts of paramag

nE!tic elements and 2. in quadruple complex compounds of the 

Fig. 1. Number of Weiss magnetons 

KE~y: a. calculated theoreti.ca11y 
b. found experimentally for simple salts 
c. found experimentally for quadruple complex compoundB 

elements Fe, Co and Ni. 'rhese latter values are from measure

mEmts rE~cent1y performed at~ this instit:ution by H.G. Bhar with 

compounds produced by P. Ray. They will be published later in 

dE~tail. One can see that i.n the first part of the curve, i. e. 

for e1elnents with regular spectra, the theoretical and experi-

1H 



mental values are in good agreement, but a considerable differ

ence exists between the calculated values for Fe++, Co++ and Ni++ 

and the values found experimentally for simple salts of these 

elements,. By contrast, the values from the measurements in 

quadruple complex compounds of these elements produce far better 

agrreement. These elements are characterized in that their 

spectra are of the inverted type, in which Pauli's reciprocity 

equation is used to calculate the number of electrons effectively 

contributing to the magnet:ic moment of the ion. In these, only 

z' = 2(21 + 1) - z of the available z electrons are oriented in 

the dirE~ction of the magnetic field, while the remainder z - z' 

= 2 [z - (21 + 1)] are unablE~ to do so. It may be that the 

di.screpaLncy for the bivalent ions of Fe, Co and Ni, discussed 

he~re, cc,mes from the fact that these z - z' electrons do not 

fully neutralize each othE~r in pairs, and therefore contribu.te 

somewhat: to the magnetic moment. This point will be /878 

adldressE~d later in connect:ion with the number of magnetons in 

complex compounds. 

Cc,mplex Compounds 

An earlier article [13] showed that the number of Bohr 

mcLgnetons contained in any complex compound can be der~ved simply 

from a knowledge of the effective atomic number n' of the central 

atom. ,]~his number defined by sidgwick gives the number of 

electrons in the central atom plus the number of electrons whose 

orbi ts t:he central atom shares with the atoms or molecules in the 

c()ordinati ve bond. In thE~ cited article, to determine n' I gave 

the formula 
tI' = A--P+ 2C 

where A is the atomic num1:)er of the element, p is its main 

valency in the coordinati()n compound, and c is the number of 

c()ordinative bonds. 
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Moreover, the article shows that the number of Bohr magne

tcms contained in the complex compound is 

"B == ,,- ,,' 

where n is the atomic number of the noble gas terminating th.e 
group oj: paramagnetic elements, equal to 36 for the iron group. 

If we then turn to the quadruple compounds, we can assume 

that thE~ central atom has as many electrons in the 113 shell as 
the corresponding simple ion plus eight shared electrons on the 

Nl and N2 level, i.e., in the case of the bivalent Fe++ ion, we 

have thE~ following electron distribution: 

Ii Jla L N, I Na 

a Einfaehea Sala. • • i 6 -
b Vierfaehe VerbinduQS. 6 rr-I-Y] 

KE~y: a. simple salt b. quadruple compound 

ThE~ eight electrons have a resulting moment of zero, and we 
CCln therefore expect the quadruple compound to have the same 
number of magnetons as the simple salt with the same valency. 

The following table gives the number of magnetons of the quad
ruple compounds of bivalent. Fe, Co and Ni, produced an~ studied 
by P. Ray and H.G. Bhar; the numbers are published here with 

their pE~rmission: 

a 
VerbindUD' 

KE:lY: a, compound 

20 

c., simple compound 
e., calculated 

ii 
II 

I 

'it 
':1 I 

".... bcohIdatet b I e 
Einl.dle c: Vlcrt.~. d I law bene ..... t 

Vertrinduat I Komp!cx"abaftchaalll 
---

1j 
26-27 24,,1 ;. 

24.4 
25 i 21.3 11 19.2 

" 
14.86 

II 16-17 14.96 14.1 Ii 14,76 

b. observed 
d. quadruple complex compound 



OnE~ can see that in E~ach case the number of magnetons of the 

quadrupJLe coordination compound agrees much better with the 

theoretical value than does that of the corresponding simple 

salts. It seems as though with ions having inverted spectra, the 

eight eJLectrons in the N1 and N2 level have a stabilizing 
influence on the orientat:Lon of the electrons in the incomplete 

M3 shell. 

soxtuple Compounds 

In these compounds, th.e central atom has not only the 

electrons in the simple ion but twelve shared electrons, eight of 

them with the N1 and N3 level, and the remaining four of which 

must be set in the incomplete M3 shell. 

EXi:l.mples of such distributions follow: 

a Zohl der Elelth'Oltai 
Ion 

i 
, 

,! .'113 S, , NI 
d i 

" 
k 
infach [I 3 . · ~:~:"""",I:::::~} omplex e . 7 

CI·+·· e 

infach d 
.. k omplex e . 

infach d. Fe'" e 

" It 
Ni++ e 

omplex i3 • 

infllCh P • 
.. It omples: ~. 

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 

I 5 -
:1 9 '2"'" ......... 
I 6 -I 

! 10 .'2' ..... 
:1 8 -
I 'I 8 C~::~: 

KI:~y: a 0 number of electrons 
co observed 
e. complex 

-
:::::~:~ -
::::::~l -· ...... S·l 

i 0'1 Ou i "B "w "IV beGb. c 
i a - I - -

- 8 19.2 18.9 
- 5 - -- 1 S-6 10 
- " - -
- 0 0 0 
- t - -
" I 14.1 1S.9 

-:; 

b. number of magnetons 
d. simple 

In each case, the number of magnetons contained in a complex 

compound can be calculated from the Pauli rule for equivalent 
orbits: jJ = Zl = 2(21 + 1) - z = 10 - z, where z is the number 
of electrons in the M3 shell. The case of sextuple nickel 
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cc)mpounds presents certairl peculiarities. There is no room in 

the M3 shell for four extra electrons, and we therefore assume 

that thE~Y are in the 011 and 022 orbits. /880 

The ExpE~riments of stern and Gerlach [14] 

Here we are dealing with the magnetic moments of paramag

nE~tic atoms obtained from the corresponding bivalent ions when 

one adde; two electrons to the Nl level. We will explain the 

magnet on number of these elements by assuming that from iron 

upward, six electrons in 1::he M3 shell together with two in the Nl 

shell f()rm an octet with a magnetic moment of zero. We havE~ seen 

that thE~ six electrons alone in the M3 level do not form a 

m()mentlE~ss configuration, but rather that two electrons in the Nl 

lE?vel must be added to produce Fe atoms with a magnetic moment of 

zoro. ~~his may be the reason for stoner's subdivision of the M3 

shell into the two sublevels M32 and M33' with six resp. three 
electrons. It is known that the presence of these sublevels 

cannot be derived from optical data. We give a scheme for the 

eJLectron distribution in th.e three ferromagnetic atoms: 

Atom 

Fe 

Co 

Xi. 

a ZIIIlI der Elektroaea 

1 

2 

KE:lY: a ,. number of electrons 
c .. calculated 

.' b Zahl dcr 
II Bobr'" Mapctoaa 

I~ 
" berc.:bDCt beobecbtet· 

0 0 

1 
II 

2 2 ,; 

b. number of Bohr magnetons 
d. observed 

For nickel, this scheme is interesting in connection with 

G~:lrlach. 's experimental results. He got: three strips, one 

ul1deflec::ted and two deflected by the same amount to either side. 

From thc~ size of the def1ec:tion he concluded that the nickel atom 

cc:mtains two Bohr magnetons. According to our scheme, the 



magnetic: moment must be ascribed to the two spinning electrons 

that may orient themselves in the field, with the following 

p()ssiblE~ configurations 

H 1. 2. 

t t t t l 
2", o 

ThE~ undeflected strip stems from atoms in which the two spin 

a}ces arE~ oppositely oriented, and not from the magnetic axis /881 

of nickE~l being perpendicular to the di.rection of the field. 

Magneto··Mechanical Anomaly 

ThE~ general formula for the relati.onship of the magnetic to 

the magnetic angular moment.um for a rod with which the experiment 

is performed, is 
M e i 
I == 2 Me" i 

To date, all experiments ha.ve been performed with ferromagnetic 

substanc:::es, for which according to (12) g = 2 and therefore HII 

bE~comes = elme, in accord with the experimental results. 

Acc:::ording to Hund [15], in calculating magnetic moment, 

JJ = jg must be taken into account for the various ions of the 

rare-earth group, as well a.s the spin angular momentum and the 

orbital angular momentum for the electrons. It would be inter

esting to see whether gyromagnetic experiments with paramagnetic 

rare earth compounds provide a g value that differs from thE~ one 

found for the ferromagnetic elements. 

Conclusion 

It has been shown that: the magnetic properties of the iron 
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group can largely be explained on the basis of the simple 

assumption that only the spin angular momentum of the electron 

ccmtributes to the magnetic moment, and that the atom or ion as a 
whole iE; not oriented in 1:he magnetic field. On the other hand, 
Hund hae; very successfully explained the experimentally found 

numbers of Weiss magnetons in the ions of the rare earth group by 
saying 1:hat both the spin angular momentum and the orbital 

angular momentum are influential, and that these ions can adjust 

themselves in quantally determined orientations in a magnetic 
f:1.eld. 

Th:Ls raises the question of the behavior of ions in the 
other transitional groups of the elements. In our laboratory, P. 
Ray and H.G. Bhar have performed preliminary measurements on the 

trivalent salts, both simple and complex, of Mo (42). This 

element belongs to the second transitional group and corresponds 

to chromium (24) in the first long period. 

Th4ay found that K3MoC16 + 2 H20' a double salt, has 18.1 
w4~iss magnetons, while the sextuple complex compound 

[Mo( SCN6)] [(NH4)3 + 4 H20 has 18.4. The nearest whole number of 
Bohr ma9netons is 3, corresponding to 19.2 Weiss magnetons. /882 
The electron distribution for Mo+++ is consequently: 

Mo"· II 
.,', 0 1 Oa 

a Einfach. 3 
b Komplex: 7 2 6 

Klay: a. simple b. complex 

Here the magneton number can be calculated by the formula we 
used for the ions of the first transitional group, and conse
quently here too the spin angular momentum of the electron is 
rlasponsible for the magnetic moment. 
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